Tracking Citations Backward in Time – Who Influenced the Author?

Often we find sources by tracking down articles that are listed in the bibliography or footnotes of an article that is relevant to our research or from a seminal paper written by a key author in the field. In library databases, search results often include links to “Cited References.”

Tracking Citations Forward in Time – Who is Citing the Author?

We can trace the impact of an author or article by tracking who has cited that author/article since its publication.

In library databases, search results often include links to “Cited By” or “Times Cited in this Database.” Google Scholar results also link to articles “Cited By.”
Citation Searching in the Web of Science

The Web of Science indexes journals from the sciences, social sciences, and arts and humanities. Web of Science search results include links to both “Cited References” and to “Times Cited.”

Cited references from each article are indexed and searchable. The Web of Science database offers Cited Reference Search. Search by Cited Author, Cited Work, and Cited Year.